
MATH 20D-A00 Problem Set #41.3.1. Find the general solution of the ODE y0 = 3t � 4y on the interval (�1;1). Then�nd the partiular solution that satis�es the initial ondition y(0) = 0.Rewriting as y0 + 4y = 3t, we multiply by the fator eR 4dt = e4t to get e4ty0 + 4e4ty =3te4t. This integrating fator should allow simpli�ation of the left side of the equation,and indeed it beomes ddte4ty. Integrating both sides with respet to t yields thate4ty = R 3te4tdt. Integration by parts of the right side yields 34te4t � 316e4t + C, soy = 3t4 � 316 + Ce�4t, whih is valid over the entire interval. Plugging in t = 0 andy = 0 yields 0 = 0� 316 +C, so C = 316 and the solution to the initial value problem isy = 3t4 + 316(e�4t � 1).1.3.5. Find the general solution of the ODE y0+2ty = e�t2 on the interval (�1;1). Then�nd the partiular solution that satis�es the initial ondition y(0) = 0.We multiply by the fator eR 2tdt = et2 to get that et2y0 + 2tet2y = 1. The left sideof this equation simpli�es to ddtet2y, so integrating both sides with respet to t giveset2y = t + C, so y = te�t2 + Ce�t2 , whih is valid over the entire interval. Pluggingin t = 0 and y = 0 yields 0 = 0 + C, so C = 0 and the solution to the initial valueproblem is y = te�t2 .1.3.13. A penny is heated to 800ÆC and is then allowed to ool. The temperature after aminute is 600ÆC, and the room temperature is 20ÆC. When will it be safe to poket theoin (the temperature should be less than 50ÆC)?By Newton's law of ooling, the temperature y is governed by the di�ferential equationy0 = �k(y � 20) for some onstant k. Rearranging this yields y0 + ky = 20k, andmultipliation by the fator eR kdt = ekt gives us ddtekty = 20kekt, whih upon integrationwith respet to t gives ekty = R 20kektdt = 20ekt + C. Thus y = 20 + Ce�kt, and itremains only to determine the values ofC and k to ompletely determine the behavior ofy. We know that y(0) = 800 and y(1) = 600, so 800 = 20+C and 600 = 20+Ce�k; theformer gives us C = 780 and the latter k = � ln 580780 � 0:296. Now to solve the questionatually asked, we must �nd a t suh that y(t) = 50, that is, 50 = 20 + 780e�0:296t,whih when solved gives t = �10:296 ln 30780 � 11, so after 11 minutes it would be safe totouh the penny.1.3.24. Find the periodi solution of eah of the following ODEs and show that it is stable.() y0 + 5y = os(�t).We multiply by the integrating fator eR 5dt = e5t to get e5ty0+5e5ty = e5t os(�t).The left side of this is equal to ddte5ty, so integrating both sides with respetto t gives e5ty = R e5t os(�t) = e5t�2+25(5 os�t + � sin �t) + C, as determinedby a omputer-algebra system (alternatively, a table of integrals or integrationby parts an be used). Then y = 5 os�t+� sin�t�2+25 + Ce�5t, so over the long termy is approximately equal to 5 os�t+� sin�t�2+25 regardless of starting value, sine theexponential term approahes zero as t grows.(f) y0 + py = os(!t), where p > 0 is a onstant. What would happen if p < 0?Thursday, Otober 21, 2004 Page 1 of 6



MATH 20D-A00 Problem Set #4We multiply by the integrating fator eR pdt = ept to get epty0+pe5ty = ept os(!t).The left side of this is equal to ddtepty, so integrating both sides with respetto t gives epty = R ept os(!t) = ept!2+p2 (p os!t + ! sin!t) + C, as determinedby a omputer-algebra system (alternatively, a table of integrals or integrationby parts an be used). Then y = p os!t+! sin!t!2+p2 + Ce�pt, so over the long termy is approximately equal to p os!t+! sin!t!2+p2 regardless of starting value, sine theexponential term approahes zero as t grows. This would not be the ase for p < 0,however, in whih the exponential term is either onstant (in the ase p = 0) orgrows without bound; In the latter ase the periodi solution is unstable, sinesolutions tend to vary from it by inreasing amounts as t grows, and in the t = 0ase there are an in�nitude of periodi solutions, whih are neither stable norunstable.2.1.5. An objet in free fall is subjet to gravitational fore of mg and fritional fore of�bv. Show that the terminal veloity v1 satis�es the equation mg � bv1 = 0, andtherefore v1 = mgb .The di�erential equation expressing the veloity of the objet is v0 = mg � bv. Thelimiting veloity is a veloity at whih v0 = 0, sine suh a ondition mandates a stablevalue whih under normal onditions solution urves will not ross. Thus the terminalveloity is given by 0 = mg � bv1.2.1.8. Find a family of solutions for the ODE y0 = 3t2y2. Then �nd the partiular solutionthat satis�es the initial ondition y(0) = �1 and speify its domain.We rearrage this equation into the separated form dyy2 = 3t2dt, whih upon evaluationof the impliit integrals yields �1y = t3 + C, so y = �1t3+C is a solution on either of thedomains (�1;� 3pC) or (� 3pC;1) (sine the solution is unde�ned when t3+C = 0).Given the initial ondition y(0) = �1, we evaluate the general form to obtain �1 = �1Cso that C = 1, so our equation is y = �1t3+1 on either the domain (�1;�1) or (�1;1).Sine we were given a value of y for t = 0, we must be onsidering the latter domain.2.1.12. Find a family of solutions for the ODE dy = (y2 + 1)dt. Then �nd the partiularsolution that satis�es the initial ondition y(0) = 1 and speify its domain.We rearrage this equation into the separated form dyy2+1 = dt, whih upon evaluationof the impliit integrals yields tan�1 y = t+ C, so y = tan(t+ C) is a solution on anydomain where y is de�ned; in partiular, the boundaries of the domain are the pointswhere t + C = �n + �2 . Given the initial ondition y(0) = 1, we evaluate the generalform to obtain 1 = tan(0 + C) so that C = �4 , so our equation is y = tan(t + �4 ) onsome domain whih does not inlude values t = �n+ �4 . In partiular, to inlude t = 0,whih is our initial ondition, our maximal domain is ��3�4 ; �4�.2.1.16. If an objet is initially moving upward (we onsider upward veloity to be negative),then the fore of air resistane will be downward (positive), and the ODEv0 = g + kmv2Thursday, Otober 21, 2004 Page 2 of 6



MATH 20D-A00 Problem Set #4will apply as long as v � 0, but when v > 0, the sign of the quadrati term should behanged to minus.(a) Show that the ODE v0 = g � kmvjvjis appliable to both upward and downward motion.We note that vjvj = v2 when v > 0 and vjvj = �v2 when v < 0 (and all three areof ourse idential for v = 0), so this ODE satis�es the desription given.(b) An objet is thrown upward with an initial veloity of 100 meters/seond (v(0) =�100) subjet to the di�erential equationv0 = 9:8 + 9:8� 10�4v2:Give its veloity as a funtion of time for the duration of its upward motion.We rearrage this equation into the separated form dv(9:8�10�4)(1002+v2) = dt, so inte-grating both sides and rearranging gives tan�1 v100 = 9:8 � 10�2t + C. Pluggingin the values t = 0 and v = �100 yields tan�1(�1) = C, so C = ��4 , and theequation beomes v = 100 tan�9:8� 10�2t� �4� :() Adapt the solution of Example 2.1.4 to obtain the veloity as a funtion of timefor downward motion.From the previous part of this exerise, we know that the veloity is zero when9:8�10�2t� �4 = 0, so we reah zero veloity at time t = �39:2�10�2 . Example 2.1.4gives an equation for an objet's fall from rest starting at time t = 0, so all thatneed be done is to \reenter" the equation given so that t = �39:2�10�2 orrespondsto t = 0 in the original example:v = 100e0:0196(t� �39:2�10�2 ) � 1e0:0196(t� �39:2�10�2 ) + 1 :2.3.18. (a) Show that the solution of the IVPy0 = f(x); y(a) = b;is y(x) = b + Z xa f(u)du:We rearrage this equation into the separated form dy = f(x)dx, so y = R x0 f(u)du+C. Our lower bound here is arbitrary, sine any hange in it an be inorporatedinto our added onstant C, so we might as well make y = R xa f(u)du+C. Apply-ing the initial ondition y(a) = b, we �nd that b = R aa f(u)du+C = C. Thus oursolution is y(x) = b + R xa f(u)du.Thursday, Otober 21, 2004 Page 3 of 6



MATH 20D-A00 Problem Set #4(b) Show that approximating the solution to the aforementioned IVP by Euler's methodamounts to alulating a Riemann sum for the integral in question.Euler's method gives us that y(a+ kh) � y�a+ (k � 1)h�+ hy0�a+ (k � 1)h� =y�a+(k�1)h�+hf�a+(k�1)h�. Arguing indutively will show that, if we deriveeah y(a+ kh) in this manner, then y(a+ kh) � y(a) +Pkn=1 hf�a + (n� 1)h�.The former addend is simply b, and the latter is learly the left-hand Riemannsum with step h of the integral R a+kha f(u)du.2.3.21. Let y = �(t) denote the solution of the IVP,y0 = t + y; y(0) = 0:Sine the di�erential equation is linear, you an solve this IVP and �nd a formula for�(t). This problem asks you to alulate �(1) and to approximate �(1) by using Euler'smethod. The purpose is to see how fast the approximation improves when the time stepis redued.Use Euler's method with time steps h = 1, 0:5, 0:25, 0:1, 0:05, 0:02, and 0:01 toapproximate �(1), and let E(h) = j�(1)�yN j (where Nh = 1) denote the approximationerror obtained with time step h. Plot a graph of E(h) as a funtion of h.The solution of this di�erential equation follows a familiar pattern: we rearrange thedi�erential equation as y0 � y = t and multiply by the integrating fator eR �1dt = e�tto yield e�ty0 � e�ty = e�tt. The left side is simply ddte�ty, so integrating both sideswith respet to t results in the equation e�ty = C � te�t � e�t, or y = Cet � t � 1.Plugging in the initial onditions will yield that C = 1, so �(t) = et � t � 1, and inpartiular �(1) = e� 2 � 0:71828.Below a table indiates the steps in estimating y(1) using Euler's method with steph = 0:25. Similar proedures are followed for other values of h, and may be de-termined by hand or (in the ase of very small h) with a omputer or alulator.t y(t) y0(t) = y + t �y = hy0(t)0 0 0 00.25 0 0.25 0.06250.50 0.0625 0.5625 0.1406250.75 0.203124 0.953125 0.238281251.00 0.44140625The alulation being used to redetermine y at eah line is y(x + h) = y(x) + �y(x).Applying this for several values of h we get the following estimations of �(1):h N yN E(h)1 1 0 0.7182810.50 2 0.25 0.4682820.25 4 0.441406 0.2768780.1 10 0.593742 0.1245390.05 20 0.653298 0.0649840.02 50 0.691588 0.0266930.01 100 0.704814 0.013468Thursday, Otober 21, 2004 Page 4 of 6



MATH 20D-A00 Problem Set #4
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2.3.25. The solution y = e�100t of the initial value problemy0 = �100y; y(0) = 1onverges to 0 very rapidly. This is apparent even if we restrit our attention to0 � t � 1, sine e�100�1 is of the order of magnitude of 10�43.(a) Use Euler's method with h = 0:1 to approximate the solution of the initial valueproblem for 0 � t � 1. Does your omputed solution appear to onverge to 0?Using Euler's method, the apparent value of y diverges rapidly and alternatessign; y(0:1) is omputed to be �9, y(0:2) is omputed to be 81, and so forth, untily(1) is omputed to be approximately 3:5� 109.(b) How small should h be to insure that the solution onverges to 0?To onverge to zero, we want the absolute values of the terms to diminish. Notethat Euler's method assumes that y(t+h) = y(t)+hy0(t), whih in this partiularase is y(t)�100hy(t) = (1�100h)y(t). Thus the absolute value of y is diminishingif j1 � 100hj < 1, so 1 � 100h must be greater than �1, giving that h must begreater than 150 = 0:02.2.3.26. One approah that avoids errati behavior observed in the solution omputed in Ex-erise 2.3.25 is to use bakward di�erenes instead of forward di�erenes with Euler'smethod. Thus we use the di�erene equationrym+1 = hf(tm+1; ym+1) for m � 0;where rym+1 = ym+1 � ym, as a model for the di�erential equation y0 = f(t; y). Thisdi�erene sheme is said to be impliit beause it de�nes ym+1 impliitly by means ofthe relation ym+1 � ym � hf(tm+1; ym+1) = 0:Test the bakward Euler method by approximating the solution of the initial value prob-lem in Exerise 2.3.25, again with h = 0:1, for 0 � t � 1.First we must solve the impliit relation given: ym+1 � ym � h(�100ym+1) = 0, whihwill give that (1 + 100h)ym+1 = ym, so ym+1 = ym1+100h , whih indutively extends totell us that ym = y0(1+100h)m , so in the ase h = 0:1, �nding y(1) = y10 gives us a verysmall number indeed (approximately 3:9� 10�11).2.4.2. Solve the IVP y0 � 5y = 25t; y(0) = 10 and �nd the largest interval on whih thesolution is de�ned.Thursday, Otober 21, 2004 Page 5 of 6



MATH 20D-A00 Problem Set #4By the existene theorem, this di�erential equation's solution should be valid over allvalues of t. We multiply by the fator eR �5dt = e�5t to get e�5ty0 � 5e�5ty = 25e�5tt;the left side simpli�es to ddte�5ty, so integration of both sides with respet to t givese�5ty = �5te�5t � e�5t + C (with the value on the right obtained via integration byparts). The general solution is thus y = �5t � 1 + Ce5t, and evaluating at the initialvalue y(0) = 10 gives 10 = �1 + C, so C = 11 and the solution, valid at all values oft, is y = 9e5t � 5t� 1.2.4.22. Determine whih of the following funtions satisfy a Lipshitz ondition with respetto y on the domain D = f(t; y) : �1 < t < 1;�1 < y < 1g;and �nd a Lipshitz onstant for those that do.(a) f(t; y) = t� y2.Note that j(t � y22)� (t � y21)j = jy21 � y22j = jy1 � y2j � jy1 + y2j, so our Lipshitzonstant (if suh exists) would be given by the maximum value of jy1+ y2j, whihis 2. Sine we have just shown that jf(t; y2)� f(t; y1)j � 2jy2� y1j, the Lipshitzondition is satis�ed.(b) f(t; y) = 4ty.Note that j4ty2 � 4ty1j = 4jtj � jy2 � y1j, so our Lipshitz onstant (if suh exists)would be given by the maximum value of 4jtj, whih is 4. Sine we have justshown that jf(t; y2)� f(t; y1)j � 4jy2 � y1j, the Lipshitz ondition is satis�ed.() f(t; y) = jyj.When y1 and y2 have the same sign, then ��jy1j � jy2j�� = jy1 � y2j, and when y1and y2 have opposite signs, ��jy1j � jy2j�� = jy1 + y2j � jy1 � y2j, so in eah asejf(t; y2)�f(t; y1)j � jy2�y1j, so the Lipshitz ondition is satis�ed with onstant1.(d) f(t; y) = by.Note that b1 = 1, and that b1� � = 0 for small positive �. Thus, taking y2 = 1and y1 = 1 � �, we �nd that jf(t; y2) � f(t; y1)j = 1, while jy2 � y1j = �, so it isneessary, if the Lipshitz ondition is satis�ed, that K > 1� . However, sine � anbe as smal as we like, tihs would fore K to be arbitrarily large, so the Lipshitzondition is unsatis�ed.(e) f(t; y) = bt.Sine f(t; y) does not depend on y, it follows that f(t; y2) � f(t; y1) = 0, sojf(t; y2) � f(t; y1)j � 0jy2 � y1j, satisfying the Lipshitz ondition with onstant0.
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